Year 8 Retreat

Who Am I? This was the key question posed to our Year 8 students at this year’s Retreat with the NET Team (URL). The team used games, talks and drama to reveal to students that we are each individually created by a God who knows us, loves us and has a great plan for our lives!

“The teachers and facilitators were most impressed with how well the students of Year 8 responded to the call for their participation in the retreat. They displayed enthusiasm, commitment, sincerity and teamwork in all aspects of the day. They had an obvious care for each other and loads of friendship. All this meant that the day flowed and everyone finished with a smile on their face and an even more positive outlook on their own value as a person”. Garry Blackett (8.2 PC Teacher)

We thank all the teachers and staff who supported the day in so many ways, knowing that all our Year 8 students have been blessed through this experience.
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